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stability of copper thin filns formed on SiO, by a low-kinetic-enerry
particle process has been investigated. Conptetely '(fff) oriented Cu films
created on SiOe by the process are found to transforn into almost conpletely (100)
oriented filns- when subJected to thernal annealing at tenperatures greater than
180oC. As the result of such transfornation, (100) oriented grains as large as 50L00pm are formed on SiO, after thermal annealing at 450"C for 30 min. From these
observations, the non-tfiernal equillbrium nature of the copper thin fitm growth
process by a low-kinetic-enerry particle process has been experinentably verified,
and a suggestion is nade on optimizing the deposition condition for future
integrated circuit application.
Thermal

INTRODUCTION

EXPERIMENTAL

The establi shnent of advanced
rnetallization scheme for low-resistivity high

Copper (Cu) fitns were grown on
thernally oxidized silicon wafers using the
rf-dc coupled node bias sputtering system
described in Ref(1-3). Cu filn deposition was

reliability

interconnect formation is one of
the nost important issues in realizing future

ultra Iarge scale integration. A new
netallization scheme utilizing pure copper as
an alternative to widely used aluminum or
aluninun-based alloys in conjunction with a
low-kinetic-enerry particle process has been
I1 D\
developefl.rrral Owing to the unique feature
of the process, several interesting features

of this new netallization scheme have been
reported. The determination of crystal
structure of a fiIm, such as (fOO) or (1-11-)
orientation is able to be selected by the
choice of ion bombardnent energy. IdeaI
Schottky diodes were formed essentially at a
room temperature without any alloying heat
cycl-es. Excellent adhesion of Cu f ilms on
Sio2 is also demonstratea(2).
The purpose of this paper is to report
on the thernal stability studies carried out
on Cu filns which were deposited on SiOZ by

the low-kinetic-enerry particle process.

performed'under a back ground pressure of
5x10-9Torr using a 6N purity target. Typical
fihn formation conditions were the rf power
of 40W, the operating Ar gas pressure of
3xtO-3torr, and the target bias of -400V.
Typical filn growth rate under this condi.tion
was about 0.lpn/min. and approxinately 1Fn
thick fihns were grown. The substrate bias
which determines the energy of ions
bonbarding the growing film surface was
varied fron +10--80V. Thernal annealing of
Cu films were carried out in an Ar gas
ambient at various temperatures of 140'C^,
600'C. X-ray diffraction analysis and the
reflection electron diffractlon analysis were

performed to investigate the crystal
structure of Cu filns before and after the
thernal anneal. The surface norphology
changes produced by thermal annealing was
observed by low-energy (5KeV) scanning
electron nicroscope

(SEM).

substrate bias voltage smaller than -40V the
najority of orientation is (111) even after
the thermal anneal, although a snall increase

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure l- shows the X-ray diffraction
patterns obtained fron Cu filns before and
after the thernal anneal at 450oC. The data
are shown for two different kinds of sanples,
viz, the filn forned with Vs=OV (a) and that
forned with Vs=-80V (b). In the case of Vs=OV
sample, the nain diff raction peek is (11-l- )
and a snall (ZOO) peak is also visible. No
substantial change occurs by thernal
annealing.0n the other hand, BS deposited
film forned at Vs=-80V is a conpletely (l_11-)
oriented filn. However, the film has been
converted to an alnost conpletely (100)
oriented filn after thernal annealing.

deposited at Vs=-80V.
It was pointed out that the concurrent
ion bombardment on the growing filn surface
has an effect of naking the (111) plane of
the filn align normal to the direction of ion
bombardment . ( 1,5 ) The effect has been

of

(111) and (200) X-ray
peaks on the substrate bias

The dependence

diffraction

in the (ZOO) peak hight is observed.
The effect of annealing temperature on
such crystal structure transformation is
shown in Fig. 3 for Cu fllms deposited at
Vs=-80V. The threshold temperature for the
(fff) to (fOO) transfornation is found to
exist between 140c C ^, L80'C for Cu f ilms

interpreted in that only the closed

voltage applied during the flln growth is
denonstrated in Fig. 2 for both before (a)
and after (b) the thernal annealing. In as
deposited filns, the naJority of orientation
is (111) indifferent to the substrate bias
voltage. It is clearly seen fron FiS. 2(b)
that in filns deposited with substrate

packed

surface survive under energetic ion
bonbardnent. This is the reason why as
deposited filns exhibit an almost conplete
( 11-l- ) orientat lon . However , the nost stable
filn orientation of Cu seens to be (100). In
other words, ion-bonbardnent created
oriented

voltage greater than -50V, the fitn
orientation is alnost completely converted
fron (111) to (100). In addition, substantial
increase in the peak hisht is also observed.
0n the other hand, ln sanples deposited with

filns

(1-11)

are not thernally stable, thus

easily transforn into nore stable (100)
oriented filns . If the ( 1Lt- ) orientat lon
created by the ion bonbardnent were the nost

stable structure of the fiIm,
transfornation would not

such
occur. This ls the
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Fis. l-. X-ray diffraction patterns fron copper films deposited on Si0e with substrate bias
voltage of 0V (a) and -80V (b). Thermal annealing was performed in Ar at ?50oC for 30 ninutes.
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FiS. 2. Substrate bias dependence of Cu(111)
and Cu(ZOO) X-ray diffraction peak hights for
as deposited filns (a) and films annealed at
450"C for S0ninutes (b).
case for aluninun films forned by the same
techniqu e(4,'l) , where only the ( 11-1)
orientation was observed both in as deposited

filns
up

to

and

in

samples annealed

200'300-450'600

ANIIEALING TEMPERATURE(T

SUBSTRATEEIASVSLTAGE(V) SUBSTRATE BIAS VOLTAGE(V)

)

Fis.

3. Cu ( ll-L ) and Cu (200 ) X-ray
diffraction peak hiShts as a

func t i on
tenperature

of
annealing
for Vs=-80V samples.

annealing is clearly visible in the figure.
In the sanple of Vs=OV, a high density netIike pattern appears (c), which was created
by grain boundary lines. The average grain
size is approxinatety 1.!rm. Such a surface

at temperatures

500oc.

Surface morpholory of Cu films before
and after the thernal anneal is shown in Fig.
4 for Cu samples forned at Vs=0V and at -80V.
Since as deposited filns formed at Vs=0V
exhibit a quite smooth nirror surface, w€

failed to find any surface textures as
denonstrated in Fig. (a). 0n the other hand,
slightly roughened surface is observed in the
Vs=-80V sanple (b).
A drastic change in
the surface norphology after thernal

texture was quite conmon to all the sanples
forned at I/s=+lgt-40v. Quite interesting to
note is the large grain fornation observed in
the sample of Vs=-80V (d). The net-like
pattern becones very sparse, and most of the
grains show grain sizes as large as S0""100pm.
From the results of X-ray diffraction
analysis presented in FiS. 2(b) as well as by
the scanning micro-probe RHEED analysir(6) ,
it is concluded that the large grains shown

6pm

l5pm

ov

(c) 0V
(o) 0V
(d) -gov
(b) -80v
AS DEPOSITED
AFTER THERMAL ANNEAL
plctures
Flg. 4. SEll
showlng surface norpholory ln Cu filns before and after thernal anneallng
at 450"C for 30nln, for fllns grown under two allfferent ion. bonbaralnent conalltlons, vlz., Vs=0V
(a, c) anil at

Vs=-80V

(b, il).
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in Fig. 4(d) are (100) oriented crystals. The
reflection electron diffraction (RED)
analysis of the filn of Vs=0V showed only a
halo pattern, indicating the fornation of a
fairly disordered filn, while that for the
filn forned at Vs=-80V showed clear
diffraction patterns indicating the fornation
of a polycrystalline film with a preferred
orientation of (111). Judging fron the
results of RED as weII as the snall X-ray
dif fraction peaks shown in Fig. 2(a'), ds
deposlted films of Vs=OV would be a fine
grain polycrystalllne fiIn. Large area of
grain boundaries resulted fron smalI grain
sizes probably retards the transfornation
process fron (111) to (fOO) structure. This
is the reason why transformation does not
occur for Cu filns deposited with substrate
bias voltage below -40V. Therefore, it is
known that ease of crystal structure
transformatlon in Cu films 1s very much
dependent upon the crystal structure of an as
deposited filn.
Thernal instabllity in the Cu filn
structure found ln this study is not a
desirable effect for practical applications
such as interconnect formatlon for ULSI. Cu
filn deposition should be perforned under the

result of such thernal anneal process, (l-00)
oriented grains as large as 50-100pm are
forned on Si02. The Cu films showing mixed
orientation of (100) and (111) in as
deposited filns do not show any appreciable
changes in their crystal orientation. For
practical ULSI applications, further studies
are needed to form completely (100) oriented
structure in as deposited filns by optimizing
the ion bombardnent condition.

ion bonbardnent condition that grows the nost
stable structure, i.e., completely (l-00)
oriented filns. This would be realized by the
increase in the total energy dose to a
growing film surface, in which a sufficient
amount of ion flux is supplied while keeping
the individual ion bombardment enerry low
enough not to enhance (111) orientation.
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CONCLUSION

The non thermal equibriun nature of the
Cu thin flln growth process by a low-kinetic-

process has been
energy particle
experinentally verified. Conpletely (111_)
oriented Cu filns created on Si02 by the
process are found to transforn into almost
completely ( 100 ) oriented films when
subj ected to thernal annealing at
tenperatures greater than 180 " C. As the
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